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FELINE MOTORCYCLES SAGL
Piazzetta San Carlo 2
6901 Lugano - Switzerland
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A LUXURIOUS MOTORCYCLE 
A strong and inspired communication focused on

 Perfection, Purity, Beauty, Refinement, Art, will 
present the FELINE as an awesome and unique

 motorcycle dedicated to the individualized
customer. Every detail will be unique

and perfectly customized

The high definition digital 
dashboard brings new and 
fully customizable features
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A NEW VISION BY YACOUBA
Yacouba Galle is a French designer, test pilot, journalist,
with a strong passion for motorsports.
www.yacouba.com
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CUSTOMIZATION
Besides the possibility to select the colour of each motorcycle’s components, FELINE 
offers a wide range of luxury and hi-tech accessories to customize your work of art.
Carbon rims, highest performance suspensions, titanium exhaust lines, electronic 
safety control units ... Fine leather-covered saddle, personal luxury leather luggage...

EXCLUSIVE & AESTHETIC
A minimalist style, with a modern and 

aggressive shape. A jewel of style
combined with exclusive technology.

FELINE is also a highly powerful efficient 
machine on roads and tracks. With its 
ultra-light weight (155 kg) for 170 bhp, 
its rigid frame and its unique anti-dive 

fork, this motorcycle is extremely easy 
and efficient to ride, providing maximum 
thrills ... for a unique driving experience.

FELINE MOTORCYCLES
A high-tech deluxe motorcycle, delivering a new vision of the motorbike.
More than a bike, FELINE is a work of art... 
- The perfect fascination from technology and design
- Highest performances
- A limited edition of 50 numbered copies

« For 10 years I tested the best machines around the 
world and my conclusion has been to make a synthesis of 
two worlds : the best that I encountered and my vision of 

the motorbike of the future, FELINE was born ! »

Front fork: dual carbon swingarms

Exclusive customized commands
and electronic dashboard

Rear tyre 200 mm

Carbon composite swing arm

Engine: 801 cm3, 3-cylinder, 4-stroke
Use it... enjoy it ! 170 bhp

Titanium exhaust system

Specific rear light

2-dampers
with fiber spring

Saddle: luxury leather 

Carbon Integrated tank
Titanium, carbon fiber frame

Carbone rims

Front tyre 120 mm

Dry weight: 155 kg


